The National Medical Director’s Clinical Fellow Scheme

What do Clinical Fellows gain from the scheme?

- Opportunity to influence
- Skills in presenting, report writing
- Unique project management and policy development experience
- Opportunity to develop own leadership skills on the job
- Effective time management
- Understanding of the socio-political landscape of Healthcare

Anna Moore
Bethan Graf
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Howard Ryland
Jean Wang
Kelly Taylor
Mark Wittenberg

Became Director of AHSN programme

- New Friendships
- Develop an amazing insight into UK healthcare
- Work on large scale projects
- Running national events
- More confidence in QI, leadership and management
- Continued relationship with host organisations

Felicity Taylor

- An incredible opportunity
- An increased understanding of the NHS
- Understanding the National perspective
- Unique opportunity to be involved in national projects
- Confident public speaking

Chair of the trainees committee in RCPSYCH

- Amazing experience, opened a world of opportunity
- Unique opportunity to gain experiential learning at a high level
- Time management skills
- Political skills
- Reading and writing succinct policy documents
- Chairing a conference organisation committee
- Travel
- Meeting other like minded fellows
- Associate with interesting and influential people
- This experience gives you an edge for all interviews
- A great network

Chair of the trainees committee in RCPSYCH

- The chance to work in a “can do” environment
- Opportunity to influence healthcare policy and strategy at a high level
- Chance to develop influential networks
- Chance to make a real difference to frontline care on a large scale
- Opportunity to learn from great leaders
- Opportunity to understand self better and to improve leadership skills

Leann Johnson

- A great opportunity to gain a rare insight into how policy and strategy is developed at a national level
- Non-academic report drafting
- National policy briefings for executives
- Presenting in difficult environments
- Communications and media skills
- Finance management
- Delegation
- Dealing with complaints
- Juggling multiple projects and managing expectations
- Chance to work and have dinner with some inspiring and influential people
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